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Leptons-enriched signatures for semi-visible jets
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Abstract
The Hidden Valley scenario proposes alternative BSM models leading to new loosely constrained collider
signatures, and possibly explain the nature of Dark Matter and solving the hierarchy problem. Under the
assumption of a QCD-like confining dark sector, novel experimental signatures emerge, characterized by
sprays of particles resembling hadronic jets containing stable invisible dark matter bound states. These
semi-visible jets have been studied theoretically and experimentally in the fully hadronic signature where
the unstable composite dark matter can only decay promptly back to Standard Model quarks. We present
two simplified models allowing the decays of the unstable dark bound states to electrons and muons, as
well as enhanced decays to tau leptons. The resulting signature is characterised by non-isolated leptons in-
side semi-visible jets. We show the constraints on our models from existing CMS and ATLAS searches, and
propose possible realistic analysis strategies leveraging the enhanced leptonic content of these anomalous
jets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The presence of dark matter in the universe (DM) [1, 2] represents one of the most outstanding evidence for physics beyond the
Standard Model (SM). Nonetheless, the nature of DM itself is not known, and the most common scenarios invoking Weakly Inter-
acting Massive Particles (WIMPs) [3, 4] as DM candidates have been constrained experimentally in large part of their parameter
space. In the specific case of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), WIMPs searches looking for significant missing transverse mo-
mentum ( �ET ) recoiling against visible objects, such as jets [5, 6], photons [7], leptons [8, 9, 10], top quarks [11, 12] or a Higgs
boson [13, 14] (�ET+X signatures) have not found any significant excess with respect to SM prediction.
The Hidden Valley scenarios (HV) [15] propose alternative, well-motivated BSM models compatible with the explanation of the
DM nature [16, 17, 18], and the solution of the little hierarchy problem [19]. Namely, in the HV scenario, the SM is accompanied by
a Hidden sector and connected with it via a heavy and/or weakly coupling mediator. If realised in nature, the HV scenario may
result in unusual and little-studied phenomena at the LHC beyond the conventional �ET+X signatures. In the case of a confining
Hidden sector charged under SU(Nc)dark, jetty final states can be recovered at small ’t Hooft couplings Ncg2

dark ≪ 1 [20, 21], where
gdark is the Hidden sector coupling. This QCD-like regime is the best understood from a theoretical perspective, and current Monte
Carlo event generators can reliably simulate HV models within this scenario [20, 21]; there is also a growing effort towards simu-
lating HV models at intermediate [22, 23] and large [24, 25] ’t Hooft couplings. Within the QCD-like regime, novel experimental
signatures emerge, characterized by sprays of particles resembling hadronic jets that include dark bound states and their decay
products to SM quarks (dark jets). Dark jets can appear in the detector at different distances according to the lifetime of the hidden
sector bound states. In long-lived dark bound states, displaced signatures arise, such as emerging jets [26] and trackless/displaced
jets [27]. For prompt decays of the dark sector bound states to SM particles, typical signatures are prompt dark jets [28, 29] or
semi-visible jets (SVJ) [30, 31, 17]. In particular, semi-visible jets occur if a sizable fraction of the dark bound states within the dark
jets remains stable, resulting in a multijet+�ET signature characterized by �ET aligned with one of the jets.
Fully hadronic semi-visible jets have been searched from the CMS and ATLAS collaborations in the resonant [32] and non-
resonant [33] production modes, respectively. No significant excess from the SM prediction has been found. In [34, 35], we propose
two simplified models leading to two new SVJ-like signatures enriched in non-isolated leptons. We show that the current LHC
searches have no sensitivity to such models, and we propose possible analysis strategies able to probe such unexplored phase
space.

2. NEW COLLIDERS SIGNATURES AND SIMPLIFIED MODELS
Semi-visible jets have been studied theoretically and experimentally in the fully hadronic signature where the unstable composite
dark bound states can only decay promptly back to Standard Model quarks [30]. The model to produce such signature (fully-
hadronic SVJs) assumes a leptophobic Z′ portal connecting the SM and the HV sectors. We propose two new simplified models
allowing the dark bound states prompt decays into oppositely charged leptons, resulting in SV jets enriched in non-isolated lep-
tons. The first model [34] (SVJℓ) predicts the decay of dark vector mesons in all lepton flavours using two distinct portals for the
production of dark quarks and the decays of the dark bound states. On the other hand, the second model [35] (SVJτ) is based on a
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FIGURE 1: Left panel: s-channel production of semi-visible jets with non-isolated prompt leptons of all flavours produced from
dark hadrons decays (SVJℓ signature, Figure from [34]). Right panel: s-channel production of semi-visible jets with τ leptons from
dark hadrons decays (SVJτ signature, Figure from [35]).

single portal enhancing the decays of dark pseudo-scalar mesons to τ leptons.
For both models proposed, the confining Hidden sector is charged under SU(3)dark with two dark quarks flavours, and has three
main parameters impacting the collider phenomenology: Λv (dark sector confinement scale), rinv (fraction of invisible dark bound
states), mdark/Λv (lightest dark hadron to dark sector confinement scale ratio). Further parameters related to the portals are then
introduced according to the models.

2.1. SVJℓ model and signature
In this simplified model, two mediators are connecting the SM with the hidden sector: a TeV scale leptophobic Z′ coupling both to
SM quarks and dark quarks qv, and a lighter dark photon A′ coupling both to dark quarks and SM fermions (quarks and leptons).
The messenger sector Lagrangian allowing the coupling to SM leptons is :

LA′ = −1
4

Fµν[A′]Fµν[A′] +
1
2

M2
A′ A

′
µ A

′µ − ϵeQA
′
µ Jµ

q,SM − ϵeQA
′
µ Jµ

l,SM − gv
A′ A

′
µ Jµ

v . (1)

where Jµ
v is the dark quarks vector current, Jµ

q,SM is the SM quarks vector current and Jµ
l,SM is the SM leptons vector current. Due to

the mass hierarchy between A′ and Z′, the dark vector mesons ρv will decay predominantly via the A′ to SM leptons and quarks.
The kinetic mixing portal parameter ϵ in Equation 1 governs the coupling strength of the A′ to the SM. Due to the nature of the
A′ portal, the vector mesons are expected to decay democratically to all lepton flavours. The immediate consequence of this two
messenger fields model is a factorization between the production of the dark quarks, which a heavy leptophobic Z′ boson can
mediate, and the decays of the dark vector mesons, which are driven by the lighter A′. In Figure 1, it is sketched the production
mechanism of semi-visible jets with inside pairs of opposite charge leptons produced by the unstable dark hadrons. The constraints
on the mixing parameter ϵ from the current dilepton resonance searches, displayed in Figure 2, suggest that prompt decays of the
dark vector mesons are still possible from few GeV bound state masses and above.

2.2. SVJτ model and signature
Differently from the previous model, in this case a unique portal Z′ connects the SM and the hidden sector. The general interactions
of the Z′ boson are contained in the following Lagrangian density:

LZ’ =− Z′
µūiγ

µ(guR
ij PR + guL

ij PL)uj − Z′
µ d̄iγ

µ(gdR
ij PR + gdL

ij PL)dj

− Z′
µ ēiγ

µ(geR
ij PR + geL

ij PL)ej

− Z′
µ q̄viγ

µ(gqvR
ij PR + gqvL

ij PL)qvj (2)

The following benchmark for the coupling matrices is chosen:

gdR
ij = gdL

ij = guL
ij = geL

ij = 0, guR
ij = guδij,

geR
ij = gτδi3δj3, gqvR

ij = gqvL
ij = gqv δij.

(3)

Within such benchmark, below the bb̄ threshold, the unstable dark pseudo-scalar mesons decay predominantly to c quarks and τ
leptons. The relative contributions between these two decay modes depend on the relative strength of the couplings gu and gτ . In
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FIGURE 2: Constraints from the current LHC searches on the SVJℓ and SVJτ models. Left panel: constraints on the kinetic mixing
parameter ϵ for A′ in the SVJℓ model from the Electroweak Precision Test [36] (EWPT) and five searches including the high-mass
ATLAS dilepton search [37], the intermediate-mass CMS dilepton search [38], the low-mass data-scouting CMS search [39] and the
LHCb dark photon search [40]. Right panel: constraints on the coupling of Z′ to quarks gu for the SVJτ model from six searches
including the dijet search by ATLAS [41], the dijet search by CMS [42], the ditau search by ATLAS [43], the SVJ search by CMS [44],
the trigger-object-level analysis (TLA) search by ATLAS [45] and the dijet data-scouting search by CMS [46].

order to probe the impact of having unstable dark bound states decaying to τ leptons we have introduced an effective parameter
BRτ depending on the ratio gu/gτ . Such parameter controls also the invisible component of the final states, since a larger amount of
neutrinos is expected when the fraction of dark bound states decay to τ leptons, gets larger. The proposed simplified model allows
for s-channel production of semi-visible jets with an enriched τ lepton content, originating from the unstable dark pseudo-scalar
mesons, as illustrated in Figure 1. The constraints from the current LHC searches on the SVJτ model are displayed in Figure 2; at
low mass the major constraints come from ditau searches, while at high mass the CMS SVJ search imposes the tighter limit on gu.

3. EXPERIMENTAL HANDLES AND STRATEGIES
The enriched leptonic content of the signal jets for the SVJℓ and SVJτ signatures implies both reassessing the efficiency of the fully-
hadronic resonant SVJ search from CMS [32], and developing new techniques to exploit the anomalous leptonic content of signal
jets fully. In the following, we will summarise the current SVJ analysis strategy’s main limitations and propose ways to improve it
to tackle the proposed signatures using new specialized observables and considering alternative trigger strategies.

3.1. Current limitations of the fully-hadronic resonant SVJ search
Both the proposed simplified models, as shown in Figure 1, imply looking for a broad high mass resonance appearing over a falling
background in the dijet transverse mass spectrum mT [32]. Therefore, the CMS inclusive search must be taken as a standard candle
to assess if the new signatures are covered from such analysis. We have found that two specific requirements from the CMS analysis
relying on the signal features are expected to wash out its sensitivity for the proposed new signatures.
The first limitation comes from a veto requirement on mini-isolated leptons in the event. Compared to standard isolation, which
quantifies the hadronic activity around a given lepton in a cone of fixed size, mini-isolated assesses such activity by adapting the
cone size according to the transverse momentum pT of the lepton. Thus, the higher the lepton pT, the smaller will be isolation cone,
and the smaller will be the mini-isolation value. Originally, this variable has been designed to efficiently identify relatively high-pT
leptons overlapping with jets such as in semi-leptonic boosted top decays [47] and SUSY cascade decays [48]. In the fully hadronic
SVJ search [44], the background from boosted top decays in semi-leptonic final states is reduced by applying a veto on mini-isolated
leptons. However, this requirement removes almost all the SVJℓ signal and reduces, even if less drastically, also the SVJτ signal
efficiency. This is because, especially for the SVJℓ signal, leptons are direct decay products of the dark bound states. Therefore, they
are expected to be surrounded by SM hadrons coming from the hidden sector decays. Thus, they will be non-isolated, but they
will have sufficiently high pT to appear as mini-isolated. This effect is mitigated in the case of the SVJτ signature since final state
leptons are expected to be softer because part of the energy of the original τ lepton coming from the dark bound states decays is
carried away from the neutrinos from the τ lepton decay.
The second important limitation comes from the trigger strategy adopted. The triggers utilised are jet pT and HT based triggers.
To have fully efficient triggers, a selection on the dijet transverse mass mT > 1.5 TeV is required. This selection generally confines
the search sensitivity to high Z′ masses (mZ′ ≥ 1.5 TeV). Moreover, in the case of the SVJτ signature, the additional presence of
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FIGURE 3: Left panel: multiplicity of non interisolated muons for different signal hypothesis and major backgrounds (from [34]).
Right panel: invariant mass distribution from the two highest pT non-interisolated muons in the event.

neutrinos enhancing the total effective invisible fraction in the event leads to a further broadening and shift of the signal mass peak
towards lower mT values, thus further spoiling the signal sensitivity and mass reach.

3.2. Custom isolations and leptons-based jet observables
One first modification to the CMS analysis strategy to tackle the new signatures, and especially beneficial for the SVJℓ signature,
is to remove the mini-isolation requirement, and use instead a custom targeted isolation, called inter-isolation [34]. This isolation
measures the leptonic activity in a cone of fixed size around a given lepton: Iint(ℓ) = ∑∆R<Riso

pT,ℓj
/pT,ℓ, where ℓ is the target

lepton and ℓj are all the other leptons within a cone of radius Riso. The variable Iint is expected to be larger for signal leptons due to
their higher multiplicity in the signal jets compared to background jets. The inter-isolation variable provides good rejection against
all the backgrounds. Furthermore, this variable captures the main feature of the SVJℓ leptons leading to a peak in the multiplic-
ity for one pair of non inter-isolated leptons, as shown in Figure 3. Another important handle that can be exploited for the SVJℓ
signature is the expected presence of at least one peak in the di-lepton invariant mass spectrum, as shown in Figure 3. This is a
model-dependent feature since multiple resonances can appear according to the structure of the hidden sector. In principle, one
can look for such resonances independently from the high mass Z′ resonance, or look for both simultaneously.

The SVJτ signature is in general more challenging from an experimental point of view due to a softer lepton spectrum, the presence
of additional neutrinos from τ leptons decays and hadronic τ decays, which are difficult to distinguish inside a hadronic jet. Because
the τ candidates for the signal are non-isolated, and with relatively low pT, since they come from bound states with mass below
the bb̄ threshold, then their identification is hard with the current techniques. Nonetheless, it is possible to separate the signal jets
from the background jets, exploiting the differences in the substructure. The enriched leptonic content of the signal jets especially
suggests the design of new substructure variables leveraging such features. In [35], we propose new lepton-based jet-substructure
variables that can be exploited as features by a jet tagger, in our case a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT). In our jet tagger, we exploit
three main features of electrons and muons in signal jets: energy and momentum flow, spatial distribution, and isolation. For the
first category of variables, energy fractions ( f (ℓ)) are used together with the average lepton pT normalised by the jet transverse
momentum (pT,norm(ℓ)). The second category of variables includes the radial distribution of electrons and muons concerning the
jet axis normalised by the jet radius (Rnorm(ℓ)). Finally, the third class of variables includes the inter-isolation (Iint(ℓ)), as well as
a new isolation variable: Iπγ(ℓ). The isolation variable Iπγ(ℓ) is built by summing the momenta of all charged pions and photons
reconstructed in the event within a cone of a given radius centred around the candidate lepton itself associated to a given jet, and
then normalising to the lepton pT. This variable aims to capture πv → τ(h)τ(ℓ) when the dark hadron πv is boosted enough and
the τ(h) products overlap with the lepton from τ(ℓ). The list of input features used for the tagger are shown in Table 1. At the op-
timal working point, the tagger rejects ∼ 97% of simulated background jets, while correctly classifying ∼ 80 − 93% depending on
the signal hypothesis. Figure 3.2 shows the BDT response for signal and background, showing a high separation between the two
hypotheses. This high performance is achieved only by classifying jets according to their lepton content, and further improvements
can be achieved by supplementing the set of variables proposed with the jet substructure variables used in [44].
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FIGURE 4: SVJτ tagger response (Figure from [35]).
The vertical black dashed line represents the best cut value.

Rank Variable Definition

1 Iint(µ) ∑∆R<Riso
ℓ ̸=µ pT(ℓ)/pT(µ)

2 Rnorm(µ) ∑ℓ∈jet ∆R(µ, ℓ)/R

3 Iπγ(µ) ∑∆R<Riso
i∈{π± ,γ}∈jet pT(i)/pT(µ)

4 Rnorm(e) ∑ℓ∈jet ∆R(e, ℓ)/R

5 Iint(e) ∑∆R<Riso
ℓ ̸=e pT(ℓ)/pT(e)

6 f (e) ∑e∈jet pT(e)/ ∑i∈jet pT(i)

7 Iπγ(e) ∑∆R<Riso
i∈{π± ,γ}∈jet pT(i)/pT(e)

8 pT,norm(µ) pT(µ)/pT(jet)
9 f (µ) ∑µ∈jet pT(µ)/ ∑i∈jet pT(i)

TABLE 1: Input variables to the jet tagger ordered by decreas-
ing separation power (Table from [35]). In the third column are
reported the definitions of the variables used with the following
conventions: R is the jet radius, Riso is the isolation cone radius.

3.3. Investigation on possible new trigger strategies
As previously mentioned, for the SVJℓ signature, it is possible to look for the high mass resonance from the Z′ searching for a bump
in the dijet transverse mass, as well as look for possible resonances from dark vector bound states ρv decays in the low mass region
of the dilepton spectrum. For the high mass search in the dijet transverse mass, the same jet pT and HT based triggers used in [44]
can be employed. For the low mass search, one would need to consider triggers imposing loose requirements on the transverse
momentum of the lepton candidates and without standard relative isolation requirements. Relatively high masses for ρv might
be accessible with current double-muon triggers, while the mass range below 20 GeV is not expected to be accessible with such
standard triggers.

In the case of the SVJτ search, further challenges on the trigger side emerge. Indeed, the jet pT and HT based triggers used in [44]
to be fully efficient require mT ≥ 1.5 TeV, which would remove largest part of the signal bulk for hypothesized Z′ masses also up
to 3 TeV, especially for large BRτ values, thus spoiling the final sensitivity. The impact of such requirement is shown in Figure 5
for Z′ masses of 1 TeV and 1.5 TeV. In [35], we have investigated alternative trigger strategies. The invisible component of the SVJτ
signature would suggest the investigation of �ET based triggers. However, the threshold for the lowest unprescaled �ET trigger is
O(200 GeV), thus for Z′ masses below 2 TeV the signal efficiency is too low to achieve enough sensitivity. Tau triggers represent
another physics-motivated set of triggers. Using single-τ triggers is not expected to be effective due to the tight isolation require-
ments of the τ candidates. Di-τ triggers have also been investigated since no isolation of the τ candidates is required above 25 GeV.
However, due to the expected low pT spectrum for the signal τ candidates, also di-τ triggers are expected to be inefficient.
Finally, a topological trigger using the pseudorapidity separation between jets was studied. This selection can be applied already
at the first trigger level (L1), to reduce hadronic rates before the High Level Trigger (HLT). Comparing the acceptance of QCD
background and signal events with and without the additional ∆R requirement, a larger decrease in the acceptance was observed
for the background, as shown in Figure 5. These studies suggest that topological trigger strategies might aid in lowering the HT
trigger thresholds.
Hadronic trigger thresholds can also be lowered by using alternative data-taking workflows such as Data Parking [49] (delayed
stream in ATLAS [50]), or Data Scouting [51] (Trigger-Level Analysis in ATLAS [52]). In Run 2, the latter technique only retained
global information about the jets reconstructed at the HLT.

4. RESULTS
For the SVJℓ signature, the left panel in Figure 6 shows the expected sensitivity reach applying the fully-hadronic inclusive analysis
strategy in [44] and the targeted one we propose in [34]. Our study clearly shows that the discovery of the SVJℓ signal with full
Run 2 data collected by the CMS experiment is not possible with the fully-hadronic analysis strategy. Thus, a new search is needed
to tackle such a signature. The analysis strategy we propose, employing the inter-isolation variable, would allow us to achieve the
necessary sensitivity to claim the evidence of a Z′ boson up to 3.5 TeV and exclude it up to 4 TeV, with Run 2 LHC luminosity.
Further improvements in the sensitivity reach can be achieved by exploiting the dimuon invariant mass and the dijet transverse
mass in the fit, as shown in the right panel of Figure 6. With this strategy, the discovery of the signal is expected for Z′ mass up to
5 TeV.
The results for the SVJτ signature are shown in Figure 7. From the left panel, it is shown that the CMS inclusive analysis strategy
is not sufficient to probe the SVJτ signature. First, we show that employing a dedicated tagger based on the leptonic content of
the signal jets allows to achieve the sensitivity for the discovery of the Z′ in the SVJτ signature up to 4.5 TeV, and exclude it up to
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FIGURE 5: Left panel: transverse mass distributions for different signal hypothesis and backgrounds (from [35]). In the middle the
acceptance and the bin-by-bin signal-to-background ratio are shown. The axes on the bottom of the plot show the MT values at
which various trigger selections have been determined to be 95% efficient. The vertical dashed lined represents the mT selection
applied in [44]. Right panel: efficiencies for signals and backgrounds for different values of the trigger threshold on HT with and
without topological requirements on the two leading jets pseudorapidity separation ∆η (from [35]).

FIGURE 6: Expected limits for SVJℓ signature on σ × BR(Z′ → qvq̄v) for the signal benchmark with Delphes samples. Left panel:
expected limits fitting mT distribution (Figure from [34]). The blue dashed line represents the expected exclusion at 95% CL apply-
ing the fully-hadronic analysis strategy from CMS [44] on the SVJℓ signature. The grey dashed line represents the exclusion reach
with the targeted analysis proposed in [34]. Right panel: the expected limit fitting mT vs mll 2D distribution is represented by the
grey line, and it is compared to the mT-only fit of the SVJℓ targeted analysis (blue dashed line).
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FIGURE 7: Expected limits for SVJτ signature for the signal benchmark with Delphes samples. Left panel: expected limits on
σ × Br(Z′ → qvq̄v) fitting mT distribution (Figure from [35]). The blue dashed line represents the expected exclusion at 95% CL
applying the fully-hadronic analysis strategy from CMS [44] on the SVJτ signature. The grey dashed line represents the exclusion
reach with the targeted analysis proposed in [35]. The vertical magenta line separates the two posible trigger strategies: mT >
1.5 TeV for Run 2 emplying same triggers as in [44], and mT > 0.8 TeV with alternative trigger strategies for Run 3. Right panel:
expected limits on the coupling of Z′ to quarks gu (Figure from [35]).

5.5 TeV, with Run 2 LHC luminosity. Furthermore, employing an alternative trigger strategy for Run 3, lowering the mT threshold
down to 800 GeV would give access to possibly discover the Z′ at lower masses down to 700 GeV. In the right panel, the expected
limits on σ × Br(Z′ → qvq̄v) are translated into limits on gu. For the proposed SVJτ, the suggested analysis would allow to probe
the coupling of the hypothetical Z′ to quarks like no other LHC search did previously.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed new simplified models and signatures for confining dark sectors resulting in leptons-enriched semi-visible jets.
Allowing the dark bound states to decay also leptonically opens the doors to new experimental handles that can be exploited
in order to search for these anomalous jets in the extremely busy hadronic environment of the LHC. Beyond the very attractive
new dimuon resonances at low mass due to dark vector mesons ρv decays offered by the SVJℓ signature, we proposed new custom
lepton isolation variables and lepton-based jet observables that are powerful for discriminating the signal jets from the overwhelm-
ing hadronic background. Looking for these new signatures is also an experimental challenge, especially from the perspective of
efficient triggers that can be employed. We reviewed some limitations of the current triggers, and proposed possible alternative
strategies that can be tested by the experimental collaborations. Leptons-enriched signatures and models are mildly constrained
by the current LHC searches, thus they represent an important opportunity for Hidden Valleys discovery at particles colliders.
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